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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Introduce the project  My name is Michael Martin, I am a second year PhD student at the University of Manchester (I am going to be honest with you – I do not have findings so today I simply wanted to facilitate a discussion with those who are present about the research problem)TitleRe-using brownfield land in the context of variable market conditions and diminished public resources: the role of ‘Meanwhile Land’ – ESRC Case Funded Studentship in Partnership with MERCi (who are a sustainable urban development charity based in New East Manchester).Reflective on my story to date – still working all of this through!Stage 1 – problem setting, identifying were the key challenges lie – one of which is conceptualising temporary use!



Structure of Today’s Presentation

Structure
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Presentation Notes
So the structure of todays presentation……..



Structure of Today’s Presentation

• Background/Context – Research Rationale

• Focus – Brownfield Land and Temporary Use

• Conceptualisations
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Presentation Notes
Firstly Background – Research Rationale, Aim and Objectives of the StudyFocus – BFL and Temporary UseAND Finally the purpose of today’s presentation - Conceptualisations



Structure of Today’s Presentation

Background/
Context



Rationale for the Research 

• Retrenchment in public finance and lethargic property market conditions
(following the spring of 2008 and the resulting recession) have left limited
scope for the recycling of previously developed sites (Brownfield Sites).

• Throughout the recession planning policy and professionals within the 
built environment have continued with the orthodox model of urban 
development – business as usual.

• By and large this resulted in the shelving of development schemes leaving 
many sites vacant.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bullet 2By and large this resulted in the shelving of development schemes or seeking out ventures with better prospects – consequently many sites have been left marginalised and derelict – the point being that developers wait until the market is more favourable toward their proposed development.Such practices has resulted in justified calls for planning to turn its attention to ‘planning without growth’, learning how to develop a viable and functioning city under conditions of decline. This is where temporary use enters the picture…. 



Rationale for the Research 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Leaving rather a few too many sites looking like this……..Such practices has resulted in justified calls for planning to turn its attention to ‘planning without growth’, learning how to develop a viable and functioning city under conditions of decline. This is where temporary use enters the picture…. 



Aim and Objectives of the Research 

Aim:

To investigate the role of ‘meanwhile land’ as a regeneration tool for the re-
use of brownfield land within a context of varied property market conditions,
examining the characteristics associated with and legitimacy of such uses as
alternative ways of ameliorating dereliction in the UK.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what am I looking into - the aim and objectives of the research………International Literature Review……..



Aim and Objectives of the Research 

Objectives: 

1. Explore experiences of a range of alternative approaches to brownfield land 
reuse in unpropitious economic and policy contexts in other cities 
internationally; focusing particularly on ‘temporary use’. 

2. Develop a conceptual model outlining the paradoxes and conflicts which 
underpin the ‘temporary’ debate, allowing conclusions to be drawn on the 
effects of interim use a) as a use gap buffer and b) on the future development of 
brownfield land.

3. Consider the implications and tensions associated with traditional and alternate 
market forces observing how those actors navigate through the ‘Meanwhile’ 
phase. 

4. Assess the ramifications of greater inclusion of informal and formal temporary 
actors within development models and processes as well as planning systems 
and frameworks. 
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Presentation Notes
Developed four objectives – shown above but it is the Conceptualisation of Temporary Use which is of significance



Structure of Today’s Presentation

Brownfield Land;
Temporary Use
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Presentation Notes
So the two key concepts…………..The first stage of the research began with an international exploration of the brownfield land agenda and experiences of a range of alternative approaches to brownfield land reuse in other cities internationally – namely through meanwhile land or temporary use.



The Devil is in the Definition

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So what is brownfield land and what is temporary use??Firstly it was important to establish the definitions of the terminology the research is concerned with – not so simple.BFLHardcore – complex, heavily contaminated sitesSoftcore – less complex, lightly/non contaminated sitesVacant LandRemnant Parcels – small in size, irregular in shape, regulatory limitationsReserve Parcels – lots of private owners for future expansion or public agencies for future sale or developmentTOADS – Temporary, Obsolete, Abandoned, Derelict SitesSo one of the first main points of the research is to show that Brownfield Land as a term is extremely crude as is NLUD which was created to document it – they both cannot capture the diversity and multitude of types of previously developed land.The Terms are broad, crude and imprecise, covering various types of nonutilised or under underutilised land. …………………………….TEMPORARY:Indeterminate SpacesInsurgent Urbanism Makeshift UrbanismCultural Brownfields………………………………In England, hardcore sites refer to those which had been vacant or derelict for nine or more years (English Partnerships, 2003: 8). In such sites, a combination of site specific factors (e.g. ground conditions, high remediation costs, weak real estate market, inadequate infrastructure, and fragmented ownership) impose extensive constraints on the regeneration process (Thornton and Nathanail, 2005; Ostuka, et al., 2013). ………………………………………..Look to Handley for Derelict LandDewar and Thomas (2013)Define abandonment of a property as occurring when the owner stops taking responsibility for it. Neighbourhood or City Abandonment refers to places where large levels of population and household loss have led to large amounts of property abandonment, manifested in a high percentage of vacant houses, buildings, lots and/or blocks which jeopardize the quality of life for remaining residents and businessesBy the very nature of their definitions and associated characteristics – it is possible to rank conditions as Vacant, Derelict, Abandoned (TIME)……………………………………………………………..



Terminology

All come together to mean roughly the same thing:

‘the temporary use of vacant buildings or land for socially, environmentally and 
economically beneficial purposes until such a time that they can be brought back into 

commercial use again. It makes practical use of the ‘pauses’ in property processes, 
giving the space over to uses that can contribute to quality of life and better places. 

Meanwhile use is not the same as a normal temporary lease or license because it 
recognises that the search for a commercial use is ongoing’.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
At present there is no accepted definition of Temporary Use – this is something the research will be attempting to define.The above terms essentially come together to mean:‘the temporary use of vacant buildings or land for socially, environmentally and economically beneficial purposes until such a time that they can be brought back into commercial use again. It makes practical use of the ‘pauses’  in property processes, giving the space over to uses that can contribute to quality of life and better places. Meanwhile use is not the same as a normal temporary lease or license because it recognises that the search  for a commercial use is ongoing’.Bullet 4To date Meanwhile Land and Temporary Use remains an under researched and fragmented field – particularly in the UK. Work on temporary use has mainly been pursued by architects, urban geographers and urban sociologists. It has prompted some response from political scientists but has received little attention from the disciplines of economics, finance, real estate and planning. MIGHT WISH TO ADDTemporary Use from Shrinking Cities early 2000s etc. 



Why Use Land Temporarily?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So Why Use Land Temporarily?We have a site on the market



Why Use Land Temporarily?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Market conditions are poor and that site falls into disuse Vacant brownfield land has implications for income, employment, health, education, housing, crime and living environment.There is no denying that there are negative socio-economic associations with brownfield land



Why Use Land Temporarily?



Why Use Land Temporarily?
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Austerity / Economic DeclineDeindustrialisationConcentration of BFL in disproportionate and disadvantaged neighbourhoodsDevelopers suspending their endeavours, waiting for the right market conditions.Cities with shrinking populations, but also surprisingly cities with high levels of population growth. An agenda that tends to be situated in Capital Cities or large cities (research is concentrated in likes of London, Berlin, Leipzig, Marseille etc.).Largely piecemeal i.e. individual sites put up through competition such as MERCi’s Sow–Sew.Tend to be driven by alternate market forces. 



Why Use Land Temporarily?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if we go back to our site which struggled on the market and fell into disuse



Why Use Land Temporarily?
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Instead of letting it become vacant, derelict, abandoned or whateverYou instigate a temporary use -It has been argued that Meanwhile Land uses offer a more dynamic, flexible urbanism – where the city can become more responsive to the needs, demands and preferences of its users. Nonetheless, they are not a simple solution to vacancy and come with their own complexities – as shown Health and Safety, Access, Building Control, Building Regulations, Liability Insurance etc. It is therefore not necessarily possible to simply role out temporary uses as a means to combat dereliction.



Why Use Land Temporarily?

Social

• Can catalyse communities around common goals that serve local needs.
• Empower marginalised communities.
• Can positive activity and perception of vibrancy.
• Reduce deterioration and possibilities of crime and anti-social behaviour. 

Environmental

• Multifunctional Green spaces.
• Climate Change Adaptation.
• Temporary Uses – low impact on existing vegetation – can actually increase vegetation 

cover.

Economic

• Temporary uses can be profitable – such as box farming.
• Generally inexpensive to implement AND can generate revenue quickly – as has been seen 

with the Pop-Up Revolution.
• Can provide a temporary ownership which maintains and pays rates for use of the site.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Literature shows that this agenda in principle brings with it a combination of Social, Economic and Environmental factors



Examples
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Culture  Creative Industries / Entrepreneurial (Urban Beaches, Bars, Art Workshops) Commercial Initiatives (Most commonly temporary car parking).Volunteering  and Community Projects (Community Gardening) Sports and Recreation (Play parks, football pitches, BMX Tracks, Skateboard Parks, Climbing Centres)Meanwhile Structures – on site fabrications/reclamation of an existing unit or building such as biosphere Salford or CircusCommercial Initiatives (Most commonly temporary car parking).Squatting / Travelling CommunitiesCLEAR DIFFERENCE BETWEEN FORMALISED TEMPORARY AND INFORMAL INSURGENT – their agendas are different and as a result the legacy effect is different and this has conceptual implications



Examples
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Presentation Notes
Review has shown:1)Majority of examples stem from Europe – particularly in well renowned or capital cities.UK does have a surprising number of examples (more than anticipated) BUT again majority concentrated in London (marco, capital city).2) The exposure to Meanwhile land uses is much more established in Europe particularly Germany – as a result it is not perceived as ‘radical, nomadic’ (like UK and America) but as a genuine and legitimate land use.This is because one of the biggest constraints has been removed – legitimacy within the planning system.



Examples
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Presentation Notes
AmericaNew York, Boston, Philly, Denver, Portland, San FranGermany Leipzig, BerlinUKManchester, Huddersfield, Bristol, Wales, LondonPlanning SystemAmerica – Temporary Zoning By-LawsGermany – Interim (Meanwhile) Use Guides as supplementary planning policy/guidanceUK – not on the agenda, far from it!Part of what we want to do is look at effective and ineffective solutions – but little research done on this to date with only two publications – even then they do not go so far as to prove the success or failure but rather some good things and bad things about each initiative. Which leads us to the gaps.



Examples



Examples



Why Use Land Temporarily?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So if they are so beneficial, why are they not common practice???



Sophisticated Barriers

• Both Planning Theory and Practice – overtly concerned with permanence 
(Meanwhile requires a mind-set change; complicated and timely).

• Inflexible nature of Planning Legislation and Systems.

• Procurement process can be extremely complicated.

• Attitudes of Landowners/Developers – Fingers crossed we will get planning soon.

• Ownership constraints (multi-sectoral ownership is typical).

• Remediation/Developability/Contamination constraints.

• Building control/access arrangements.

• Most importantly – issue of adverse possession. 

• As a result in areas like the US and Germany there is a stigma attached to such 
uses. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because of the presence of a number of sophisticated barriers.Number of well documented cases in America and Europe whereby owner/developer had difficulty reobtaining possession.Nevertheless despite the barriers there is a sizable supply of examples



Typology

Scenario 1: Brownfield Land – Vacancy, Dereliction and Abandonment – what 
happens to a site

Scenario 2: Economic Gentrification – reflecting the literature on temporary 
use as a marketing tool

Scenario 3: Adverse Possession – reflecting the right to the city literature and 
the various well documented cases of temporary users blocking reuse.

Scenario 4: Collaboration – an understanding is established whereby the site 
is reused either with the temporary given a legitimate space on site or 
provided with an alternate site to continue their use.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So from the review of literature and examples we can see there are four main types of temporary andThe typology builds on the complications associated with temporary!CONCEPTUALLY – what does this look like??Existing LiteratureLittle analysis of the role of Temporary Uses, their importance or their key attributes.Limited body of work discussing the effectiveness of already existing meanwhile uses – what types work in what context?, why?, if not why not?Explanations as to what happens when traditional market forces meet alternate and the tensions associated; very little ‘meanwhile based’ literature to explain this.



Structure of Today’s Presentation

Conceptual

Presenter
Presentation Notes
- Well how does this size up conceptually– In order to understand the prospect of temporary uses as tools for regeneration it is fundamental to analyse the development process and in particular how these processes/models treat vacancy and the prospect of temporary use



The Development Process

According to Healey (1991) and Adams (1994), four different types of model can be 
identified:

a) Equilibrium Models – deriving directly from neoclassical economics;

b) Event-sequence Models – reflecting an estate management preoccupation with 
managing the development process;

c) Agency Models – from a behavioural or institutional perspective, that concentrate 
on actors and their relationships and;

d) Structure Models – grounded in urban political economy, identifying forces that 
determine relationships in, and drive the dynamics of, the development process. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To facilitate the study and understanding of property development, several models of the development process have been devised since the mid-1950sNevertheless is was not until the mid-1980s, with a policy shift toward regeneration which emphasised the role of the private sector in property development, that there was a rapid increase in the study of the development processHealey and Adams summarised these models under four key categories!While all of these models are different, no one model is correct, instead each are important as devices for further advancing their associated research agenda.BUTWe have a great deal of frameworks which deal with the development process – they are complex and in many ways devolved from practice – but the research in this field concluded rather abruptly (Guy and Henneberry, 2000) and what we were left with were frameworks which treated vacancy as simply a stage and not a complex process



The Development Process
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All kinds of complex conceptualisations



The Development Process
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Whilst all of the models are concerned with the cessation of one use and the installation of another – very little are concerned with dis-use!!



The Development Process

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Gore and Nicholson 1985 are only of the only models to include it alongside temporary useGore and Nicholson argue that dis-use is a transient feature of the urban environment since sites move into, and then out of vacancy in response to economic, political and social change. Later research by Couch and Fowler (1992) agreed regarding vacancy as the normal product of the development process arising from cyclical changes in the level of demand.As Pagano and Bowman note – while vacancy is intended to be a temporary condition – the ‘temporary’ non-use may continue for decades or endlesslyDixon et al.; Adams et al. etc – have shown that sites known as hardcore brownfield cause prolonged marginalisation in their locations



The Development Process
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WE NEED TO REVISIT VACANCY rather than an expected product of development and actually as a multifaceted process in its own right – point of this research is to do that adding the context of temporary as a buffer for sites in which no current use existsSo what about temporary conceptually as a means to alleviate vacancy or derelict or abandonment……….



Conceptualisations of Temporary Use To Date
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Well despite over a decade of research temporary has little to no conceptual underpinningOne of the most robust conceptualisations to date is as I like to call it the 3 Part Light House Model from Urban Catalyst**IN GERMAN WITH NO TRANSLATION**1) Classical Planning attempts to bridge the gap between former and future uses of a site – standard planning tools are employed to define an end product



Conceptualisations of Temporary Use To Date
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2) If a site remains vacant with no demand for its use the implementation of a traditional planning approach comes under threat as we have discussed earlier… 



Conceptualisations of Temporary Use To Date

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3) Instead of defining an end product in detail – temporary acts as a guide – to allow a site to discover its true potential (to become a lighthouse)This model is extremely naive - Ratcliffe et al. (2004) and Healey (1992a) agreed models are an essential endeavour if we are to grasp more varied forms of development and challenge over simplified generalisations about development activity.Yet in spite of such work and opinions, models to facilitate the study of vacancy and temporary and develop a finer-grained understanding of its complexities have not been put forward. The model does not go into any of the detail about the instances, complications or complexities discussed earlier within the presentation such as the brownfield land debate or typology issues….Conceptually in its infancy – one of major parts of my research is developing that side of the temporary use agenda – have a framework in the process of being tested 
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Summary



Summary 

• To date Meanwhile Land and Temporary Use remains an under researched and 
fragmented field – particularly in the UK. 

• Work on temporary use has mainly been pursued by architects, urban geographers 
and urban sociologists. 

• It has prompted some response from political scientists but has received little 
attention from the disciplines of economics, finance, real estate and planning – and 
as a result its conceptual underpinning to brownfield land is somewhat lacking!

• Eclectic mix of terminology from the both brownfield and temporary use agenda –
trying to build a framework which aligns them into a coherent structure….

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To date Meanwhile Land and Temporary Use remains an under researched and fragmented field – particularly in the UK. Work on temporary use has mainly been pursued by architects, urban geographers and urban sociologists. It has prompted some response from political scientists but has received little attention from the disciplines of economics, finance, real estate and planning – and as a result its conceptual underpinning to brownfield land is somewhat lacking!Eclectic mix of terminology, concepts and features from the brownfield and temporary use agendas – trying to build a framework which aligns them into a coherent structure….So I will come back next year with that!
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Questions

michael.martin-3@manchester.ac.uk

Thank you for listening!

Contact:
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Thank you for listening and my contact address is on-screen!
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